
Anna (florist from shop1)

Task Click Path Observations Quotes Task Completion

Write the task number and 
directions here. 

Record what path the participant 
took to complete the task.

Note down behaviors, opinions, and attitudes along 
with any errors, issues, or areas of confusion.

Note any significant quotes (positive and negative). Choose if the task was: 

1 - easy to complete 
2 - completed but with difficulty      
3 - not completed

Prompt 1: From the home 
screen, create a new order, 
and read through it.

Home page> new order> create 
order - Participant clicked on the new order button "just that, ok"

1

Prompt 1 Follow-Up:  Is there 
anything you would change 
about the process?
Would you add some 
prompt? Order> back - Participant cliked on the back button

"it kind of feals like a lot of clicking for a simple 
purchase"

1

Prompt 2: Go through to-dos 
in an order. order> examined a list

- list items feel good for big orders, but there should 
be the option to switch them off for simple purchase. "I wouldnt wont to tick them all of if not neccesary"

2

Prompt 2 Follow-up: Would 
you use this feature? order> examined a list

- list is not interactive (as it is just an early prototype) 
so we just discuss.

"It sounds ok, but I'm having trouble imagining how 
the real thing would work"

1

Additional Notes: "I worry that I would not use the app for fear of being unprofessional. How would it look like? I don't want them to think I'm gossiping with a friend while taking an order. "



Svetlana (florist from shop2)

Task Click Path Observations Quotes Task Completion

Write the task number and 
directions here. 

Record what path the participant 
took to complete the task.

Note down behaviors, opinions, and attitudes along 
with any errors, issues, or areas of confusion.

Note any significant quotes (positive and negative). Choose if the task was: 

1 - easy to complete 
2 - completed but with difficulty      
3 - not completed

Prompt 1: From the home 
screen, create a new order, 
and read through it.

Home page> new order> create 
order - Participant clicked on the new order button "Its good"

1

Prompt 1 Follow-Up:  Is there 
anything you would change 
about the process?
Would you add some 
prompt? Order

- Participant showed me notes she takes during work 
day- listing sold items price and if it was paid with cash 
or card "It's completely different from what I would need"

1

Prompt 2: Go through to-dos 
in an order. order> examined a list

- list items feel good for big orders, but there should 
be the option to switch them off for simple purchase. "I wouldnt wont to tick them all of if not neccesary"

2

Prompt 2 Follow-up: Would 
you use this feature? order> examined a list

- list is not interactive (as it is just an early prototype) 
so we just discuss.

"Ok, but I wold use more if there was calulator not a 
to do list"

1

Additional Notes: 
"I don't think we have many big orders like that. We would use more app that tracks small day sales. The ones I just use paper notes for now" "Calculator feature could be useful."



Michał

Task Click Path Observations Quotes Task Completion

Write the task number and 
directions here. 

Record what path the participant 
took to complete the task.

Note down behaviors, opinions, and attitudes along 
with any errors, issues, or areas of confusion.

Note any significant quotes (positive and negative). Choose if the task was: 

1 - easy to complete 
2 - completed but with difficulty      
3 - not completed

Prompt 1: From the home 
screen, create a new order, 
and read through it.

Home page> new order> create 
order - Participant clicked on the new order button "just that, ok"

1

Prompt 1 Follow-Up:  Is there 
anything you would change 
about the process?
Would you add some 
prompt? Order - Participant examined order 

"I noticed a bug: when one is making new order there 
is still new order button in the bottom"

2

Prompt 2: Go through to-dos 
in an order. order> examined a list - reads through the list "pitty prototype is just a simple one"

1

Prompt 2 Follow-up: Would 
you use this feature? order> examined a list

- list is not interactive (as it is just an early prototype) 
so we just discuss. "It sounds ok"

1



Asia

Task Click Path Observations Quotes Task Completion

Write the task number and 
directions here. 

Record what path the participant 
took to complete the task.

Note down behaviors, opinions, and attitudes along 
with any errors, issues, or areas of confusion.

Note any significant quotes (positive and negative). Choose if the task was: 

1 - easy to complete 
2 - completed but with difficulty      
3 - not completed

Prompt 1: From the home 
screen, create a new order, 
and read through it.

Home page> new order> create 
order - Participant clicked on the new order button "just that, ok"

1

Prompt 1 Follow-Up:  Is there 
anything you would change 
about the process?
Would you add some 
prompt? Order - examined order 

"Kind of would have preferred to judge finished 
product"

1

Prompt 2: Go through to-dos 
in an order. order> examined a list - reads through the list "ok"

1

Prompt 2 Follow-up: Would 
you use this feature? order> examined a list

- list is not interactive (as it is just an early prototype) 
so we just discuss. "It sounds ok."

1



Sylwia

Task Click Path Observations Quotes Task Completion

Write the task number and 
directions here. 

Record what path the participant 
took to complete the task.

Note down behaviors, opinions, and attitudes along 
with any errors, issues, or areas of confusion.

Note any significant quotes (positive and negative). Choose if the task was: 

1 - easy to complete 
2 - completed but with difficulty      
3 - not completed

Prompt 1: From the home 
screen, create a new order, 
and read through it.

Home page> new order> create 
order - Participant clicked on the new order button "woo its coool"

1

Prompt 1 Follow-Up:  Is there 
anything you would change 
about the process?
Would you add some 
prompt? Order> back - Participant cliked on the back button "yeap, very nice"

1

Prompt 2: Go through to-dos 
in an order. order> examined a list - reads through the list

"I think that covers it. And there is always an option to 
add more"

1

Prompt 2 Follow-up: Would 
you use this feature? order> examined a list

- list is not interactive (as it is just an early prototype) 
so we just discuss. "Cant wait to see real thing"

1


